CS-Series Case Sealer Application Profile Questionnaire
Pls Return Fax to (65) 6863-1368 or email to enquiry@sunstream-industries.com

Distributor
Name
Address

Customer
Name
Address

Phone
Contact

Phone
Contact

Please Note: Standard documentation will be provided on CD. Check box if hard copy will be required:

Indicate Model

CS-300

My Case Handling
What direction will your cases be traveling as they exit the machine? (See illustrations below)
Left handed machine (right to left flow)
Right handed machine (left to right flow)

What is your production speed requirement? (Stated in cases per minute)
What size tape head do you require?
2" Tape (standard)

3" Tape

My case(s) specifications

Length

Width

Height

Indicate
Indicate if
strength
rating and
Indicate if case is
case type single wall Indicate if Bursting
is RSC or or double type(s) of Test or
HSC
wall
flute
ECT

Were cases submitted to Lantech for testing?

Yes

No

My application environment
What is your incoming electrical service voltage rating?
What is your incoming electrical service frequency rating?
Single phase service
Three phase service
What is your discharge pass height requirement?
Will you be discharging onto a conveyor?
How many case size change-overs per shift do you have?
How many shifts per day do you operate?
Will this machine be subject to corrosive materials?
Will this machine be in a wash down area?
Will this machine be in a high humidy area?

Yes

No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Additional notes: Please include any other information that is pertinent to this application.

What to measure for case sizes:
Please note: The minimum and maximum height specifications for Lantech Cseries case erectors are actually based on the combined height of the side panel
and the height upper major flap. However, since this dimension often is not
readily available we ask that you supply the height of the folded case only. We
can then determine actual compatibility by calculating the height of the upper
major flap (always equal to 1/2 the width on RSC cases) and adding it to folded
height dimension.

How to determine if case is RSC or HSC:
RSC (below) has both upper and lower flaps

HSC (below) has only lower flaps

How to determine if case is single wall or double wall:
Single wall (below) has only one fluted
medium between the outside liners

Double wall (below) has two fluted mediums
between the outside liners

How to determine type of flute:
A flute
B flute
Flute Height = 1/4"
Flute Height = 3/32"
Flutes per foot = 36
Flutes per foot = 50

C flute
Flute Height = 3/16"
Flutes per foot = 42

What to look for to determine whether box strength rating is Bursting Test or ECT
Note: Box manufacturer's certificate is usually found on a bottom flap

E flute
Flute Height = 3/64"
Flutes per foot = 94

